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For solving tttittitttrtttt cost flow problems Goldberg and Tarjan [7] prove strongly polynomial 
bounds on the negative circuit method of Klein [9] which previously was not even known to be 
finite. Following the proposal of Goldberg and Tarjan, Cui and Fujishige [l] discuss the use of 
minimum mean circuits for solving the much more general ntinitttunt cost subtnoduiar flow prob- 
lent and prove finiteness where the minimum mean circuit is chosen using a secondary criterium. 
We introduce certain additional positive weights on negative circuits and propose selecting a 
negative circuit with minimum ratio of cost and weight. The resulting method for solving 
tttittitttrrttt cost subtttodrrlur flow problems is pseudopolynomial. In fact, it terminates after at 
most ttt - U minimum ratio computations where tn denotes the number of arcs and U the max- 
imum capacity of an arc. 
1. Introduction 
One of the oldest and most straightforward methods for solving minimum cost 
flow problems is the negative circuit method (cf. Klein [9]). Until the recent work 
of Goldberg and Tarjan [7] in general it was not even known to be finite. Goldberg 
and Tarjan proposed the use of minimum mean circuits and proved strongly 
polynomial bounds for the resulting method without using any scaling of the initial 
data. All previously known strongly polynomial methods for solving minimum cost 
flow problems rely on certain scaling concepts. 
Submodular flow problems were introduced by Edmonds and Giles [2] and 
generalize flow problems, polymatroid intersection problems and certain dicut 
problems. In the literature, several apparently different but closely related 
generalizations of flow problems (flows with set constraints, independent flows, 
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polymatroidal flows, . . . ) have been discussed. Their relationships are extensively 
sur\ eyed by Schrijver [12]. Many algorithms for solving flow problems could subse- 
quently be generalized to submodular flow problems (cf. references in [6]). 
In particular, negative circuit methods were proposed in [5] for independent flows 
and in [ 131 for submodular flows. However, as for the special case of classical flows, 
these methods may even fail to be finite. Following Goldberg and Tarjan [7], Cui 
and Fujishige [l] develop a finite minimum mean circuit method. In their method 
a special choice of the minimum mean circuit guarantees that only a strongly 
polynomial number of iterations with a particular mean circuit value is possible. 
Since only a finite number of mean circuit values is possible in a graph, this observa- 
tion implies finiteness. 
In Section 2, we introduce basic notions from submodular flow theory and review 
basic results on the negative circuit method as described in [ 131. In particular we give 
some results on circuits in the incremental graph. 
In Section 3, we introduce additional positive weights on the negative circuits in 
the incremental graph. The selection of a negative circuit is based on the minimum 
ratio of the cost and the weight of a circuit. We provide a sufficient set of conditions 
for the weights which assures that the negative circuit method terminates after m l U 
iterations, where U denotes the maximum value of an arc capacity, and where rrr 
is the number of the arcs in the underlying digraph. Minimum ratio circuits can be 
determined with polynomial or strongly polynomial algorithms, say with complexity 
O(M@, 118, A)) where II denotes the number of the nodes of the graph and A denotes 
the maximum absolute value of an arc cost. Then, the complexity of the resulting 
method is O(~H - U - M(rr, m, A)), i.e., is pseudopolynomial. Obviously, for classical 
flow problems, scaling techniques can be used to derive a polynomial bound. 
However, in the general case a polynomial or strongly polynomial variant of the 
minimum mean circuit method is still unknown. 
2. Flows and submodular flows 
In this section we review the basic notations and some useful theorems from the 
literature on flows and submodular flows. We assume that the reader is familiar 
with notions from graph theory. The set of the real numbers is denoted by R 
Let G = ( V, E) be a digraph and let x : E --) IR, p: V-+ Ii? denote functions on the 
itrcs and nodes of G, respectively. We abbreviate sumnation over subsets A C_ E 
respectively U c V by 
-dA) := c x(a), PW) := c p(u). 
u E /I IIE lJ 
For U c I/, U := I/ \ U denotes the conlplement of U, and 6(U) denotes the set 
of all arcs leaving U, i.e., 
d(U):=(ij~ElidJ, jd}. (2.1) 
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In particular, one-element sets are often denoted by that element, e.g., S(U)= 
6({u)) for uE V. 
Let c : E -+ iR denote weights on G. Then a circuit C in G is called negative if and 
only if c(C) < 0. A basic result from graph theory links the existence of negative cir- 
cuits and the existence of certain functions on the nodes of G. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G = (V, E) denote a digraph with weights c : E --) R Then G con- 
tains no negative circuit if and only if there exists a node function p : V + IL? with 
c(ij)+p(i)-p(j)zO, for all ij~.E. (2.2) 
For the definition of submodular flows we need the notion of submodular set 
functions. Let 2V denote the set of all subsets of a finite set V. For a distributive 
lattice .9 E 2’ a set function h : .!? --, iT? is called sub/nodular if 
h(S) + h(T) 1 h(S U T) + h(S fl T), (2.3) 
for all S, TE 9. In case of equality in (2.3), h is called modular. For example, for 
a digraph G( V, E) the loss ax : 2 ‘+ R of a function x: E + IR is a modular function 
defined by 
h(U) =x(6(@)) -x(&U)), for U c K (2.4) 
Let G = (V, E) denote an antisymmetric digraph with arc capacities /: E --) R, 
u : E 3 I?, where O~lcu. Let h : .Y: 3 R be a submodular set function defined on a 
sublattice of 2”. A submodular flow in G is a function x: E-+ IR with /SXSU 
satisfying 
ax(U)lh(U), for all UE.Y. 
For example, let h be modular on the lattice .g =2” with h(0) = 0. Then 
(2.5) 
h(U)= c h(i), 
ie U 
and a submodular flow in G can be thought of as a flow in a transshipment etwork, 
where nodes i with h(i) < 0, respectively with h(i) = 0, respectively with h(i) > 0 cor- 
respond to sources, respectively to transshipment odes, respectively to sinks of the 
network. 
The most important echnical tool for the discussion of algorithms for flow prob- 
lems as well as for submodular flow problems is the incremental graph G\- = ( V, E,.). 
The arc set E, is the union of three sets E,, E_ , and E,. the arcs of which are called 
forward arcs, backward a:,i, an d red arcs. Forward and backward arcs will also be 
called black arcs. In particular, 
E, := {e) x(e)<Li(e), eeE]; 
E_ := (ji 1 x(e)>&+, ij=e&); 
E,.:= (ij 1 je U(i), i#j>; 
(2.6) 
where 
U(i):=r)(UIax(U)=h(U), ~EUE.~) (2.7) 
for all i E V. The incremer;r!al capacity c,. : &- --) ii? of an arc in the incremental graph 
is defined by 
I 
u(e) -x(e), =E,, 
c:,-(e) : = x( ji) - I( ji), e=ijEE_, (2.8) 
min h(S) - ax(S), ee E,.. 
Stz.g/,eEd(S) 
The incremental capacity provides an upper bound on the possible change of the 
current flow x. On a black arc it bounds the range of the possible change of a flow 
value on the corresponding arc in G, while on a red arc it bounds the possible in- 
crease of the loss in sets left by that red arc. By the definition of the capacities on 
red arcs, we observe that, in general, the complexity of the computation of the in- 
crementa1 graph mainly depends on the complexity of minimizing submodular set 
functions. It is well known that this problem can be solved in strongly polynomial 
time (cf. [S]). However, to date no combinatorial method of polynomial or strongly 
polynomial complexity is known. We will denote the complexity of the incremental 
graph computation by O(G). 
Let x denote the current submodular flow. Circuits in the incremental graph can 
be used to change th e current flow. The capacity of a circuit C is defined by 
c.JC) := min{c,.(e) ! e E C>. The resulting flow x@ C:= y is defined by 
-r 
x(e) + c_,(C), ij E C n E, , 
y(e) := x(e) - c,.(C), ji E C n E_ , (2.9) 
x(e), otherwise, 
for all e= ij~ E. Unfortunately, it may happen that y fails to satisfy (2.5) for certain 
subsets U. 
Therefore, only circuits with certain properties assuring validity of (2.5) may be 
used. The following sufficient condition is proposed in [ 131. Let C denote a circuit 
in G, -without consecutive red arcs. Let Gc denote a graph corresponding to C, in 
which the red arcs of C are the nodes, and in which two nodes MI and KS are linked 
by an arc (UDJS) if and only if us is a red arc in GeV. If Gc contains no circuit, then 
C is tailed admissible. 
Theorem 2.2 [ 131. If C is admissible, then x-0 C is a submodular flow. 
Otherwise, it’ C is not admissible, each arc of a circuit K in Gc together with a 
suitable piece of C defines a circuit in G,. These induced circlrits, say Ci, for 
1 &Sk, cover each black arc of C the same number of times, say i’ times. Then, ad- 
missibility is usually achieved iteratively by replacing a generated circuit C by some 
of its induced circuits. For submodular flows, such techniques are usec’ in [13,14]. 
For independent assignments, a simiiar approach can already be found in [4]. 
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Let a : E --) IR define a cost function. The cost of a submodular flow x is defined by 
aTx:= C a(e) l x(e). 
eEE 
We consider the minimum cost submodular flow problem 
min { aTx ] x submodular flow}. (2.10) 
In order to describe the change of cost when the current flow x is changed to x@C, 
we introduce incremental costs a,.: E,+ IR on the incremental graph by 
{ 
a(e), =E+, 
a_\-(e) := --a(J), e=ijEE_, (2.11) 
0, eE E,.. 
Then, aT(x@ C) = aTx+ c,.(C) l a,.(C). Therefore, in order to decrease the current 
cost, one has to determine admissible negative circuits. In view of Theorem 2.1 we 
consider related node functions. Let p : V+ IR denote a node function. Then, 
avsl, : A!$. + !R is defined by 
4,,(e) :=4,(e) +N) -p(j), 
for all e=iJ E&-. The following theorem characterizes optimality. 
Theorem 2.3. (I) A submodular flow x is optimal if and only if G_Y contains no 
negative circuit. 
(2) A submodular flow x is optimal if and only if there exists a node function 
p: V-, IR such that a.Je)zO for all eEE,. 
The Zrst characterization is proved in [13] (cf. for independent flows in 151) and 
implies the second characterization by Theorem 2.1. Theorem 2.3 shows the validity 
of the following method for solving minimum cost submodular flow problems: 




Find an initial submodular flow x. 
If G, contains no negative circuit, stop [x optimal]. 
Find an admissible negative circuit C; 
X :=x@C; 
got0 Step 2. 
For submodular flows the above method is discussed in detail in 113,141 (cf. also 
in [S] for independent flows). In Step 3, an arbitrary negative circuit is generated. 
Then, iteratively, if any arc of Cc induces a negative circuit c, C is replaced by c. 
The final negative circuit is admissible. By Theorem 2.2, the method generates a se- 
quence of submodular flows with strictly decreasing cost. Unfortunately, the 
method is in general not even known to be finite. 
u. z~!?lr??errl1si?lrl 
3. Negative circuit selection 
In this section we propose a rather simple selection rule for negative circuits in 
the general negative circuit method. In particular, we will use nonnegative weights 
cu,. assigned to the arcs in the incremental graph G,, where x denotes the current 
submodular flow. At the first iteration, we assume that 
a,.(e) > 0 ts u_\-(e) < 0, (3.1) 
for all eE E,. Arcs with positive weight will be called active (in E,). In particular, 
red arcs are inactive, and it is impossible that a forward arc ij E E.\: and its cor- 
responding backward arc jk Eey are simultaneously active. Therefore, the number 
of active arcs is initially bounded by #PI. Obviously, any negative circuit C ir GX 
contains at ieast one active arc, i.e., GI,(C)>O. As an example consider the follow- 
ing O-i-weights: 
ct,-(e) := 
I, a,.@) < 0, 
0, otherwise, 
for all eE E.\-. Let y .- lx@C denote the next solution generated in one iteration of 
the negative circuit method. Then, we assume that a_,, satisfies the recursive con- 
dition 
e active in Ey a [e active in E_V and or,(e)r a,-(e)] (3.2) 
for all e E I$. Obviously, the set of the active arcs in cV is a subset of the set of the 
active arcs in E_V. As an example, consider the following recursively defined 
O-l-weights: 
a!(e) : = C ~.Je), eEE.,, 0, otherwise, 
for all eeE,. Besides (3.1) and (3.2) below we will give one more condition (cf. 
(3.7)) which depends on the selected circuits. 
In view of Theorem 2.3, we introduce the notion of &-optima&v. Let e I 0. A sub- 
modular flow x is called e-optimal, if there exists a node function p : V-, IR 
satisfying 
for all ee I$ Now, 
for all circuits in G. and for all node functions p : If/-, IR. By Theorem 2.1, we 
observe that G_\- contains no negative circuit if and only if x is O-optimal. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.3, 0-ogtimality coincides with optimality. .\ccordingly, let e(x) := 0. 
If G, does contain some negative circuit, then, by Theorem 2.1, for a given ~0, 
x is E-optimal if and only if 
a,.(C) I -& l a,(C), 
for all negative circuits C in GX. Such an E exists if and only if 
(3.4) 
a,(C) > 0, (3.5) 
for all negative circuits C in GeV. 
We recall that condition (3.1) initially implies (3.5) and hence the existence of 
some er0 for which x is e-optimal. We will show below that for a certain selection 
of circuits in the negative circuit method &-optimality, and therefore, (3.5) will be 
maintained. Thus, the smallest 1~20 such that x is &-optimal, is well defined, and 
will be denoted by E(X). 
Proposition 3. I. Let x be an &(x)-optimal submodrdar flo w with e(x) > 0. Then 
a.dC) 
-&(x)=fl(x) := min - 
a,(C)>0 q-(C) l 
C circuit 
(3 4 
Proof. Since x is not optimal, G_V contains a negative circuit C. By (3.9, E(X) is 
well defined by (3.4). As nonnegative circuits C with positive cx,(C) do not con- 
tribute to the minimum in (3.5), h(x) = -E(X). q 
We call a negative circuit C with p(x) = a_,.(C)/cr,.(C) a minimum ratio circuit. 
Such circuits can be determined in polynomial or strongly polynomial time 
whenever the incremental graph is known. Mere, we denote the complexity of the 
minimum ratio circuit computation by O(M(n, rn,A)), where 111 and n denote the 
number of the arcs and nodes of the underlying graph G, and where A denotes the 
maximum absolute value of an arc cost. Since p(x) is bounded (e.g. 
flu(x) E [-amax l n,O] for the given example of a), a straightforward polynomial 
method is binary search combined with some procedure for checking existence of 
circuits which are negative with respect o the modified weights Qe) + E. q-(e). For 
a more detailed discussion of algorithms for minimum ratio circuits, we refer to 
[ 10,111. The complexity O(G) of the computation of the incremental graph is incor- 
porated in 0(2&n, m, A)). 
By Proposition 3.1, a minimum ratio circuit C carries some information on the 
usually unknown (but easily computable) node function p satisfying a.,,(eP 
-e(x) l a,.(e), for all eE E,. Since a.,,(C) = -e(x) a q(C), we get 
a,,(e) = --E(X) l a,(e), for all eE C. 
In particular, a,,(e) = 0 for all inactive arcs eE C. Let 
Ac:= (ij 1 ij active, j&C). 
186 U. Zittwtertttatttt 
Then 0 = a,,(e) for all eEAc, which implies that x remains &(x)-optimal if we 
reduce the set of the active ar~3 by AC. Therefore, our final recursive assumption 
on the weight function (x is 
t+(e) = 0 < q-.(e) 49 e-k-, (3.7) 
for dl eeE,fI E,,. In other words, assumptions (3.2) and (3.7) assure that the ac- 
tive arcs in EY are exactly those active arcs in E-v which do not belong to AC. 
In our above example for a weight function GI,., we must modify the recursive 
definition accordingly. Then, 




for all 2 E EY, yields a valid example. 
We propcse selecting minimum ratio circuits in each iteration of the negative cir- 
cuit methad. Mowever, as discussed in Section 2, in order to be sure to generate sub- 
modular flows we will use admissible circuits. 
Theorem 3.2. Let x be an &(x)-optimal submodular flow with e(x) > 0. Let C be a 
minirmm ratio circuit in G_Y. Ij* C is not admissible, then a0 induced circuits are 
again minimum ratio circuits. 
Proof. All forward and backward arcs in C are covered the same number of times 
by the collection of the induced circuits Ci, i= 1,2, .. . . k, say I’ times. Therefore, 
F Q.JCi) = r - a,.(C), 1 Cr_v(Ci) = r l Cr,.(C). 
i 
Let y :=p(-u). Then, 
a.\-(C) =rc1 l cu,.W), a.v(ci) >P * a_y.(ci)9 
for all i. Now 
r. a,-(C) = C a_v(Ci) 1 C /.l. cX,(Ci) 
i i 
=p.r.cl,.(C)=r.cr,.(C). 
Therefore, a_JCi) =,u l u.v(Ci), for all i. 3 
Theorem 3.2 shows that we can start with an arbitrary minimum ratio circuit in 
G\- and construct an admissible one by iterative choice of induced circuits. For 
minimum mean circuits, an analogous result is given in U]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let x be an e(x)-optimal submodular flow with E(X) > 0. Let C be an 
aainissible minitmm ratio circuit in G.v, and let y := x@ C. Then 
E(Y)l&(X). 
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Proof. Let p denote a node function with 
a,,@) 2 --E(x) - cw,.(d, 
for all eE E_v. In particular, 
a.&9 = --E(x) l a,.(e) 5 0, 
for all eE C with strict inequality precisely for active arcs. We prove that y is also 
&(x)-optimal. Let e E E_,, n Eev. Then 
a,,(e) = a.&9 
I -E(x) l cl,.(e), 
_ o (3.8) -_ 
9 if eEAC. 
If e is active in Ev, then, by (3.2), -e(x)* cc,(e)2 -e(x). a,(e). Otherwise, by (3.7), 
either e is not active in E_v, or eE AC. In any case, (3.8) implies 
a,,(e) 2 -e(x) l CcJe). (3 -9) 
Let e E E_,, \ Eey. If e = ij is a new forward respectively backward arc in G_“, then ji 
was a backward respectively forward arc in C. Therefore, 
a?,(e) = -a-J ji) 2 0 = --E(X) l a_Je), (3.10) 
where or,(e) = 0 by (3.2). In particular, equality holds whenever ji is inactive in EX. 
If, on the other hand, e=ij is a new red arc in G_,,, then let UE.~ be maxima1 
with respect co the properties 
j@U, (3.11) 
8x(U)=h(U), U(i) C Lr, (3.12) 
rsEcnE/.ns(~), sHJ(i) = p(i) z&j. (3.13) 
For the definitions of U(i) and S(U), we refer to (2.7) and (2.1). We recall that arcs 
I’SE E, satisfy 
asp(rs) =p(r) -p(s) 2 0 = -e(x) l cr,(rs), 
with equality when TSE Cn E,. In particular, U:= L/(i) satisfies (3. i l)-(3.13), but 
may fail to be maximal. The existence of e implies ay( U)<h(U), and thus 
ay(U)<&(U). Now, 
(cf. (2.7) in [13]), which proves the existence of at least one arc TSE Cn E,TrG(@. 
Since KSE C, p(s) =p(~) and, by (3.13), p(i)rp(s). For k E U(r), rkts E,, which im- 
plies p(r)>p(k). Joining these inequalities, we derive p(i)rp(k). Thus, 
U:= UU U(r) satisfies (3.13). This enlarged set also satisfies (3.12). By maximality, 
jE U(Y), implying p(i)>p( j), i.e., 
a,,(ij) =p(i) -p(j) 2 0 = --E(x) - a_$.j). 
Therefore, y is &(x)-optimal, and E(Y) %(x). a 
(3.14) 
188 U. Zimuermatw 
Goldberg and Tarjan [7] use bounds on the monotonic decrease of e(x) in order 
to derive the complexity of their method for flow problems. Cui and Fujishige [l] 
similarly show monotonicity of e(x) for a particular choice of the minimum mean 
circuit (which corresponds to cx,- =1) and prove that e(x) may remain constant only 
for a strongly polynomial number of iterations. Here, we will not rely on that 
monotonicity but we will use a straightforward more classical argument. 
Theorem 3.4. For integral-valued capacities I, u, h, the negative circuit method with 
minimurn ratio circuits terminates after at most III 8 U iterations, where U denotes 
the maximal upper capacity. 
Proof. Any iteration of the negative circuit r?cthod reduces the incremental capaci- 
ty of all arcs of the selected minimum ratio circuit C by at least one unit. C contains 
at least one active arc. If the incremental capacity of some active arcji is increased, 
then ij E C and ij is inactive. By (3.7), ji becomes inactive in the new incremental 
graph. Therefore, the total sum of the incremental capacities on active arcs drops at 
least by one. After at most 171 l U iterations all active arcs are cancelled. Since x is E- 
optimal for some c>O, GwY cannot contain a negative circuit, i.e., x is optimal. [I! 
We remark that, for flows, the usual scaling technique (capacity scaling) may be 
used in order to derive the polynomial bound m. log U. For submodular flows a 
similar approach is not known since scaling of submodular functions does not lead 
to submodular functions, in general. 
Obviously, the selection of negative circuits depends on the choice of the weight 
function cy whereas the bound in Theorem 3.4 does not depend on that choice. In 
particular, cx may depend on the current submodular flow or on the current in- 
cremental graph. In order to favor a particular negative circuit in the current in- 
cremental graph one may raise the weights on the active arcs not in C. In doing so, 
it is always possible to select a negative circuit with the minimal number of active 
arcs. Contrary to the made assumption (3.2), it is also possible to decrease weights 
on active arcs as long as the weight stays positive. Then e(x) may fail to be 
monotone, but the bound on the number of iterations remains effective. 
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